™

PRESSURE CLEANER
The simplest way to get a powerful clean.
For a thorough yet gentle clean of any pool, choose the TriVac 500
pressure cleaner from Hayward.® Designed with patented AquaDrive ®
technology, TriVac is powered by water-jet propulsion, carefully and
efficiently navigating the pool floor, walls and coves while its unique
short back-up sequence keeps it on task to clean faster. Its triple
venturi-jet action and wide vacuum inlet scoop up more dirt and debris,
and its advanced sweep hose helps cover corners and crevices. Plus,
with an extra-large debris bag and unique float, TriVac 500 allows you
to spend less time on maintenance and more time on relaxation.

Total System: Pumps I Filters I Heating I Cleaners I Sanitization I Automation I Lighting I White Goods

C L E A N E R S

TriVac 500

Where high-performance technology meets
low-maintenance design.

Goes deep to care for surfaces.

Leaves no leaf behind.

Makes maintenance simple.

TriVac™ 500’s patented AquaDrive® water-jet
propulsion technology provides complete
coverage of the pool interior while minimizing
the impact on its finish. Its unique back-up
sequence helps it stay on track to clean any
pool faster.

With triple venturi-jet action and a wide
vacuum inlet, TriVac 500 boasts powerful
suction that easily captures debris from the
pool floor, walls and coves. Its stronger sweep
hose helps round up debris on ledges, corners
and crevices, ensuring you get a total clean.

With its extra-large debris bag, TriVac 500
can work for longer without being emptied.
And when it does come time to clean out the
bag, simply remove the unique float at the
top and rinse through the opening with a
garden hose.

Feature

TriVac 500

Hayward ® Booster Pump**

Part Number

TVP500C

(Sold Separately)

Pool Coverage

Floor, walls and coves

Max Pool Size*

20' x 40'

Rated Horsepower

6 Quarts

** Booster Pump required for operation.

Debris Bag Capacity
Cleaning Path Width

9"

Suction Intake Diameter

2-1/2"

Venturi Jets

3

Hose Length

30'

Drive and Back-up System

AquaDrive® technology

Average Back-up Frequency

60-75 seconds

Average Back-up Time

5-10 seconds

Cleaning to Back-up Ratio

90%-10%

Optimal Working Pressure

23 PSI

Warranty

1 year

Part Number

6060
3/4

Hayward Booster Pump is exceptionally quiet
and uses up to 40% less electricity than other
booster pumps.

* Optional hose kit is available for larger pools or special configurations.

Visit Hayward.com/TriVac500Video to see the TriVac series cleaners in action.

To take a closer look at the TriVac 500 or other Hayward products,
go to hayward.com or call 1-888-HAYWARD.

Hayward and AquaDrive are registered trademarks and TriVac is a
trademark of Hayward Industries, Inc. © 2016 Hayward Industries, Inc.
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